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South Pacific staged at 
Boone Campus Nov.14-16 
By JEFF CRAIGMILE soldier always looking to make a fast 
Staff Writer dollar. 
A new day for theatre here at Familiar musical numbers that can 
DMACC Boone Campus occured be heard throughout include "Dites 
September 29 as the first read- Moi Por Qoui," "Honey Bun," 
through for South Pacific was held. It "Some Enchanted Evening," "Happy 
is the first combined effort between Talk," "Gonna Wash That Man 
Boone Community Theatre and the Right Outta My Hair" and "There 
DMACC drama department. The Ain't Nothin' Like a Dame." There is 
play will be directed by DMACC a lot of sining and dancing in this 
Drama and Speech Instructor Kay show. Choreography is being headed 
Mueller with music directed by by Carol Renae Hamman of Boone. 
DMACC Music Instructor Jim Loos. Jayne Smith, librarian and Connie 
Boone Community Theatre's Mary Booth, Nursing Department chair- 
Maybee is the producer. person are among the dedicated 
theatre people cast from Boone 
South Pacific will be presented in campus. other DMACC chorus 
three performances 149 l5 members include students Mike 
and l6 at p.m. in the Boone Koch, Jim Merrill, Janene Hale, Jeff Campus Auditorium. Tickets are Craigmile, Dana Scott and JulK 
available on request from cast and Sharp. The rest of the cast is as

crew members or from Mary Maybee. ,,,_.. ,_. 

Tickets arc 5 dollars. No reserved ' " ~ ~ ~ k ,  Nellie,
Leroy seating is available. Kahla Jackson; Cable. Bill Grieser: 
Billis, Mike ~erwi l l i~er ;~ lood;
South Pacific is a Rodgers and Mary, Deborah Bishop; Lia, Nichole 
Hammerstein musical set on two Rusnak; Harbison, Don Riemensc- 
WW1l Pacific Islands' In this hneider; Bracket& Donald Welder; 
story, Emile falls in love with Nellie, Jerome, Tyler Grieser; Ngana, Lynd-
an Army nurse. Nellie is unsure 
whether or not to marry him. say Kooistra. The women's chorus includes
"LoOtellan" Mary Carla Werre, Michelle Olson, Rosie calls him, is pursued throughout by 
several women. Luther Billis is Needham, JO1ene Hale,
Booth and Smith. another character who manages to -
find adventure as an enterprising Please turn to page 5 
In one of the many action scenes in "South Pacific" are from left: Mike 
Terwilliger, as Billis; Jeff Craigmile, as a sailor; and Kahla Jackson, 
Nellie. 
1991-92 SAB Strother, Tori Wilhite, Jennifer Silberhorn, Ken 

Students elected to the Student Action Board in the Stoneburner and Carrie Ohlendorf. See accom- 

recent elections are, from left, Joe Cars\vell, Angie panying store. -Photo by Carie Beming. 

Six elected to Student Action Board 
By CHAD ELSBERRY Jennifer Silberhorn, is an swimming, softball, and tennis. She 
18-year-old freshman here. Jennifer hopes to learn more about leadership 
On Sept. 23-25, the elections for is from Boone, and her future plans skills through the SAB activities. 
the Boone Campus Student Action include transfemng to ISU and One of the first undertakings by 
Board (SAB) were held. Voting took pursuing a career in sports market- the SAB was attending the Student 
place in the main office with the use ing. Jennifer ran for the SAB in order Leadership Conference at Camp 
of a voting machine provided by A1 to help decide how student fees Hantesa on October 1. The purpose 
Sorensen. Boone County Auditor. should be spent in the best interest of of the event was to allow students 
Officially, 120 students cast all students. from the four DMACC campuses to 
ballots. The six individuals elected to Ken Stoneburner, is a 41-year- meet and get acquainted. 
the SAB were Joe Carswell, Carrie old second year student from Ogden, In addition, the SAB members 
Ohlendorf, Jennifer Silberhorn, Ken Iowa. Ken's major is leisure studies also had the opportunity to listen to 
Stoneburner, Angie Strother, and (Recreational Leadership.) Ken speakers discuss time management, 
Tori Wilhite. In addition, Joel Irvine enjoys hunting, fishing, camping and job organization and aspects of 
and Scott Swier will serve as alter- gardening. One reason Ken ran for parliamentary procedure. 
nates on the SAB. the SAB was to gain a better under- 
Following is some background standing of the inner workings of a 
information on the recently elected government body. Masquerade party 
members: Angie Strother, is an 18-year-old 
freshman from Boone. She plans to By JANENE HALE 
Joe Carswell, is a 19-year-old transfer to UNI to major in elemen- Staff Writer 
first year student at DMACC. Joe is tary education. Angie enjoys travel- Rotaract is sponsoring a 
from Boone, and his plans include masquerade party Friday, Nov. 1ing and spending time with friends from 8 to 11 p.m. at the Boone transferring to ISU and majoring in and family. She feels the SAB will be 
landscape architecture. Joe enjoys Campus student center. All 

swimming and photography. Joe ran a good learning experience as well as students, faculty, and staff are 

for the SAB to get involved in school a chance to become involved in welcome. 

activities. school activities. The admission fee is a donated 

Tor1 Wllhite, is a 19-year-old item of paper or householdCarrie Ohlendorf, 20, is also a product, such as toothpaste, sham- first year student here at DMACC. second Year student who hails from 
Her plans include transferring to a Boone. She plans on attending ISU in poo, laundry soap and bathrooin 
four year school and majoring in the future and majoring in criminolo- tissue. Rotaracl will give the 
psychology. Carrie sees the SAB as a gy. Tori then plans to move on to donated items to those in need. 
chance to gain useful leadership Drake University for her criminal There will be lots of games, 
experience. law degree. Tori's interests include prizes, and fun to be had. 
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PBL Conference NSU REZOOMERS 
a success 
By J O H N  GREENE 
Staff Wri te r  
Boone campus Phi Beta Lamda 
officers and members recently 
attended the State PBL Conference 
in Newton Oct 12. It was held at the 
Newton Best Western Inn, where all 
members stayed overnight and 
attended workshops and meetings 
the next day. 
A number of workshops were 
about recycling. time management, 
and keys to leadership. Boone 
Campus PBLers said they gained 
experience and enjoyed going to 
them. The time management presen-
tation explained how to make time 
for everything in a busy life, includ-
ing studying, sleeping, and even 
eating! 
Dave Redix, PBL president said 
that the state PBL president, William 
Lenbke, thought that the workshops 
and meetings were a great success. 
The Carroll DMACC Campus is 
starting a PBL after learning about 
the organization at  the conference. 
Next. PBL will be traveling to 
Mount Pleasant, for the next Leader-
ship Conference, March 6-7. The 
canned food drive for Thanksgiving 
is still under way. There is a box 
outside Mary Jane Green's office. 
Workshop 
The Boone Campus Displaced 
Homemakers Center is offering a 
pre-enrollment workshop for pros-
pective adul: students to be held 
Monday, Nov. 4 at 7 p.m. in Room 
117. The step-by-step process of 
enrolling will be explained as well as 
how to apply for financia: aid, work 
study and scholarships. 
Each program department will 
have a representative explain the 
various Boone County programs of 
study. 
The many services of theLearning 
Achievement Center will also be 
explained. 
Fo r  addit ional  information,  
contact Maggie Stone in Room 128. 
attends 
convention 
Three faculty and 28 nursing 
students from DMACC-Boone 
recently attended the state conven-
tion for the Iowa Organization for the 
Advancement of Associate Degree 
Nursing in Des Moines, Iowa. 
The theme this year was "Cele-
brate AD Nursing: We Have the 
Spirit." 
Keynote speech was presented by 
Dr. Ray Pugh who spoke on "A Chal-
lenge for Your Life." Another high-
light of the convention was Barbara 
Fassbinder, RN from Iowa who 
presented her own special story 
entitled "A Nurse's Story." Other 
informative sessions included "Fuel-
ing the Flame for Nursing," "Caring 
for the Homeless," and the latest 
update on HIV and Aids. 
IOAADN is an organization 
speaking for Associate Degree Nurs-
ing. This was the 6th Annual 
Convention for the organization and 
membership includes individuals, 
groups, or institutions interested in 





For those students taking Learning 
Center Chemistry in preparation for 
the nursing program, a study group 
has becn set up. 
You may come in Tuesdays or 
Wednesdays from 2 p.m. to 3 p.m. to 
study and get help from an instructor. 
Each week two chaptcrs are high-
lighted. The following week one 
chapter is reviewed along with a new 
chapter added. : 
Chcck the posters in the Learning 
Centcr and the hallway for more 
information and join us. 
Open gym 
Students are reminded that open 
gym hours have begun at Boone 
BILDEN~S[ [ I  









Rec Club attends 
national convention 
By JASON DEBOOM 
Staff Wri te r  
Seven recreation students left vresented were s ~ o r t seaui~ment.  
I - r - - - - - - - 3  
Members of the Rezoomers Club Boone Campus Oct. 15 to go to the playground equipment for parks and 
viewed the motivational movie, National Recreation Convention in lawn mowers for the maintenance of 
"You Pack Your Own Chute" Tues- Baltimore, Md. parks. 
The group a van There were also academic sessionsOctober l5 at their that afternoon, beginning a trip that in which in thescheduled meeting. would take 20 hours of driving. field of recreation snake.---- -- .-..-.---- -r -----
The movie showed a middle-aged oneway. On Sunday, October 20, the 
woman preparing for and going The National Recreation Conven- students attended aparty given forall 
through her first parachute jump. Her tion, which was held at  the Baltimore those people involved in recreation. 
experiences were symbolic of the Convention Center located down-
fears everyone experiences... fear of town, provided many activities to see This marked the end of this year's 
failure, fear of the unknown, fear of and do. convention, with next year's being 
The movie pointed out that There was an exhibit hall with 740 held in Cincinnati, Ohio. 
most fears are unrealistic gave exhibitors showing new equipment Although the trip going was long, 
suggestions for overcoming them. dealing with the field of recreation. Bill Alley, Recreation Club adviser 
Some of the things that were being said, "Everyone had a good time."- -
The November meetings of the 
Rezoomers Club are scheduled for 
Wednesday, November 6 and Tues-
day,November 19from 11:30 a m .  to ISU Rep. Rotaract news 
1 p.m. in the Library Conference By KAROL J. HICKS 
Room 131. All adult students are G~~~~~ ill^, ISU office of Contributing Writer  
invited to attend. admissions, will visit with interested Boone Campus, Club is 
students Wednesday,Nov. 13 from9 beginning the school with a
For information about a.m. to 1 p.m. in the theatre lobby. bang. election, foad and 
the Rezoomers Club, contact Maggie 
Stone, Room 128. 
Students are invited to in pop tab collection led off the new 
see Millar and have their questions ,,,,
J -.. . 
about ISU answered. The first order of business was the 
placing of a collection container for 
'EWS BRIEFS tabs from pop cans. Rotaract is work-ing in conjunction with the Nursing Department collecting the tabs for 
Campus. phone tutor, a program through t h e ~ o n a l d~ c ~ o n a l d ~ o u s ein D s 
The gym is open Tuesdays and the Boone Campus Learning Center, Moines. Acmfing to G r ~ yHill, 
Thursdays from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m.; is available Monday-Thursday from SsEtary  of Rotaract during the last 
and Sundays from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. 5 to 8 p.m. to help you. school year, "It would be wonderful 
. Simply  cal l  4 3  2-7203,  or if DMACC students could save these 
1-800-362-2127, and ask for the fabs at and bring them in to 
Office hours Campus Learning Center. school for this special cause." An election of officers was held on 
Hcre are the office hours for vari-
ous spots on campus. 
Learning  Center:  Monday-
Thursday. 8 to 8; Friday. 8 to 3. 
Bookstore: Monday-Friday. 8 to 
12:30 and 1 to 4:30. 
Library: Monday-Thursday, 7:30 
a.m. to 8:30 p.m.; Friday. 7:30 to 4. 
M a i n  O f f i c e s :  M o n d a y -
Wednesday-Friday, 8 to 5; Tuesday-
Thursday, 8 to 8. 
Phone tutor 
Are you having some difficulty in 
the subjects of finite math, algebra, 




The Bear Facts staff welcomes 
signed Letters to the Editor, which 
will be run on the Commentary page. 
If there is a subject on your mind 
that you would like to comment on. 
leave a lctter in TheBear Facts mail-
box in the main offices. 
Please include your name, age and 
area of study. 
October 23, and the following were 
elected into office: 
President, Duanna Vinchattle 
Vice President, Elizabeth Foust 
Secretary, Barbara Brayton 
Treasurer, Harriet Simmons 
Publicity/Historian, Janene Hale 
One of the first events to take place 
after the new officers take charge 
will be the food drive beginning in 
October and running until close to 
Thanksgiving. The club asks that you 
donate as many canned goods as 
possible in order to provide meals for 
Boone families who are less fortu-




I T H I n  CHRISTMAS! Christmas Party Supplies Boxed Christmas Cards, Christmas Wrap Ornaments & Garland, Unique Gifts I
Mom-Sat.9-5 
T h u n  till 8 5o O / O  ~ ~ t ~ i l803 sb" 




(ask for Boone Campus 
Learning Center)
M-Th 5-8 p.m. 
Help in: 
High school chemistry, 
finite math, algebra, basic 
math, basic english. 
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Guests' in-depth view Soviets visit 
on alcoholism 
Boone Campus 
By JASON DEBOOM 
By JANENE HALE 
Staff Writer 
Alcoholism is one of the most 
common mental disorders in the 
U.S., according to the textbook used 
in the Bmne Campus abnormal 
psychology class. In addition, alco- 
hol is a psychoactive drug that affects 
thought, emotion and behavior, the 
book claims. 
Scvcral guest speakers recently 
visited Dr. Bob Taylor's abnormal 
psychology class to discuss alcohol- 
ism, first hand. (With respect to those 
speakers, names will not be used, as 
requested.) 
Thc speakers indicated that alco- 
holism does not distinguish between 
those whose lifestyles are centered 
around alcohol or those whose are 
not. 
The backgrounds of the speakers 
varied a great deal. 
It was made clear that the disorder 
is not a matter of behavior, but rather 
a disease. One of the speakers with a 
diabetic brother used an analogy of 
relating alcoholics to diabetics. 
"When laking the proper medica- 
tion, you can't tell who is or is not 
diabetic. If they do not receive any 
medicine, they become ill fast. It is 
similar for an alcoholic. You could 
not pick them out in a crowd, but if 
they start drinking, they also become 
ill fast," the speaker said. 
As the speakers' stories unfolded, 
thcy all mentioned using alcohol as a 
solution, eventually with alcohol 
ending up as the problem. One said, 
"he may have been protecting his 
feelings-of inadequaciby using>lco- 
hol as a defense mechanism." 
Another said, "she sat down to a 
social drink with friends and lost ten 
years of her life." The third speaker 
told the listeners about blackouts. 
During a blackout one may function 
normally, yet never recall a spccific 
pcriod of time. Observing that person 
you would not know they werc 
experiencing a blackout. 
These reasons were given for 
seeking help, "I felt uncomfortable in 
my own skin," and "so much was 
wrong with my life that I didn't know 
where to star1 (fixing it)." Still 
another said, "It didn't make sense to 
be miserable when all I was trying to 
do was be happy." 
The week of October 13-19 was 
Alcohol Awareness Week. Discus- 
sions and lectures were held nation 
wide. Students at Iowa Central 
College, Fort Dodge, viewed a car 
involved in an alcohol related acci- 
dent. Still, many people just don't 
want to deal with alcohol as a prob- 
lem. Maybe more should. 
Enjoying a ride on "The Iowan" during Track IV activities on a chilly 
afternoon in Boone are, from left, Mary Jane Green, Vivian Brandmey- 
er  (Boone Campus business instructors) and Jayne Smith (librarian) 
holding daughter Stephanie. Faculty and staff from all DMACC 
campuses were invited to  the annual event. 
DMACC faculty ride train 
By JASON DEBOOM 
Staff Writer 
Approximately 250 faculty and 
staff members and their families 
from all four Des Moines Area 
Community College campuses came 
to Boone to ride the Boone and Scen- 
ic Valley Railroad and enjoy a picnic 
at McHose Park Oct. 3. 
Vie event was called "Track IV" 
and was the fourth year for the get- 
together. The cost was $5 per person. 
Track IV activities bcgan at 4:30 
p.m. when the participants took a 
train ride on "The Iowan." 
At approximately 6:30 p.m. a 
picnic was held at the McHose shel- 
ter. Barbecued turkey tenderloins 
were served. 
George Silberhorn, who helped 
coordinate the event, said Track IV is 
a worthwhile activity providing a 
grcat opportunity for all pcople asso- 
ciated with DMACC to get together. 
Staff Writer 
DMACC-Boone Campus hosted a 
Russian delegation consisting of 12 
members from Stavropol State Peda- 
gogical Institute (SSPI), Wednesday, 
Oct. 23. 
The objcctive of their visit is to 
dcvclop and establish a prototype 
communi~y collcge in thc Stavropol 
Rcgion. 
Their visit provided an opportuni- 
ty for faculty mcmbcrs and commun- 
ity lcadcrs to dcvclop new insights 
into thcir instructional arcas and 
business relations. 
(As part of this cultural and cduca- 
tional exchange, Gary Stasko and 
Vivian Brandmeyer, both busincss 
instructors, will bc going to Russia in 
May.) 
The Russian delegation was 
involved in several activities on 
campus and around the city of 
Boone, including a train ride and 
lunch on the Boonc and Scenic 
Valley Railroad, a briefing on how 
Boone Campus strives to mect the 
nceds of students and thc communi- 
ly, a social time, dinncr and a 
prcvicw of the lnusical "South Pacif- 
ic" practice in thc Boonc Campus 
aduitoriurn. 
Lost and found 
Atrcndon all students. Thcre is a 
Lost and Found locatcd in the 
Admissions Office. 
Any student who has lost an item 
on campus should check with the 
Lost and Found. Items will have to be 
identified by thc owner before thcy 





The Altrusa Club of Ames is offer- 
ing a $250 scholarship for adult 
students seeking training through a 
community college or professional 
school. 
The qualifications are a woman 25 
years of age or older who is seeking 
further education to improve her 
vocational skills or a woman already 
enrolled in a vocational program to 
improve her vocational skills. 
The deadline is Nov. 8. Applica-
tions and further details are available 
in the Financial Aid Office. Ivette Bender's stress management class recently practiced breathing 
and relaxing exercises a s  a means to reduce stress. Bender talks the 
students through the exercise o r  plays relaxation tapes. -Photo by Carie 
Beming 
DMACC - Boone Campus 

signed 'drug free' 

By JANENE HALE 

Staff Writer  

A new sign was added to the 
Boone DMACC campus the week of 
Oct. 13.It is the Drug Free Zone sign 
posted at the north entrance to the 
parking lot. The purpose is to deter 
the selling or use of drugs on or 
around the school area by imposing 
smcter penalties. 
A recent Federal law allows local 
law enforcement to enforce the Drug 
Free Zone. 
Students were asked what they 
thought about the new sign. Here are 
their responses: 
Brian Phelps - I think it's a very 
good idea. 
Tonya Anderson - It might help 
keep drugs out of the school and keep 
it safe. 
Armond Jackson - I noticed it and 
there is good meaning and message 
behind it. 
Jackie Langford - It's OK, a good 
idea. 
charlie ~h~~~~ - a good idea. I 
definitely don*t think drugs should 
be on campus. 
Hours: Monday Thru Friday 8 to 12:30 and 1 to 4:30 
f Textbooks f Backpacks f Art Supplies 
f Computer Disks % Gift Items f DMACC Clothing 
1703S. STORY ST. 
HOURS BOONE, IOWA MENU 1 
I 
~ i ~ ~ 
- - 
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Basketball player adjusts to lifestyle in Bopne Students 





ReggieMartin is the subjectof the 
student spotlight for this month's 
Bear Facts. 
Reggie is from East Chicago, Ind. 
where his friends call him "House" 
or "Gemini." 
Reggie first heard about DMACC 
from a friend of his that played 
basketball in this area. He then 
contactedhis aunt and uncle who live 
in Des Moines and asked them about 
DMACC. Right away he knew he'd 
like to try DMACC. 
When making his decision to 
come to DMACC, Reggie knew it 
was going to be a drastic changefrom 
his home and he wasn't sure if he was 
going to like it. But after being here 
for a while, he really began to adjust 
to the change. 
Reggie likes Iowa now; he hopes 
to someday build a house here. 
His plans are to finish at DMACC 
with an AS Degree and go on to play 
Division I basketball. Some of the 
colleges that are interested in 
Reggie's play areFlorida State,Flor-
ida A&M, UNI, and Kansas State. 
Reggie, as a DMACC freshman 
last year, was averaging 16 points a 
game, 4.7 assists and 3.2 steals. 
Reggie sometimes misses home 
but he enjoys the freedom he has 
from his family. One thing he does 
not miss is his friends "gang bang-
ing" (being affiliated with a gang.) 
Reggie really would like to see 
gang violence disappear but he 
knows that will never happen. What 
Reggie really hates is seeing his own 
race eliminate themselves by "cross-
in life-stylesbetween home and here 
is one, the gangs, and also "I don't 
have to watch my back twenty-four 
seven." (All the time.) 
"I have tried to talk to my 
friendS about getting out of 
. . 
gangs, but they don't want 
to give up their $50,000 




Reggie believes that God hs 
credit 
In the college world of the 1990s. 
studentsareequipped with more than 
mom's chocolate chip cookies and 
clean sheets when they arrive on 
campus. Most have discovered that 
they shouldn't leave home without a 
maior credit card. 
Paul Ebert, president of the 
Consumer Credit Counseling 
Services of Central Ohio, says 
although the number of students in 
credit trouble isn't unusually high, 
some do encounter difficulties. 
CCCS of Central Ohio is part of 
the National Foundation for 
ConsumerCredit which helps people 
solve debt problems, provides 
counseling and can establish debt 
plans between people and 
their creditors. The service is avail-given him a special talent, like many able nationwide except in Wiscon-
Afroknerican athletes,and he prays sin, which is currently working on 
that in the future that God will bless establishing offices. 
him again with a good family. He "Having credit takes a lot of self-
to play in the NBA with control," Ebert says. "Students don't 
someof his friendslike Glenn Robin-
son, who plays for Purdue have the substantial funds to pay 
University. (cards) off when they load them up. "For students, the emergency aspect"It wouldbe great play is what you need a credit card for-
with Glenn or even against him," he not for dailv exDenses. It,s tcmDting. . , .srua. 
of the players on the basketball to use it for tuition. b k s ,  grociriei 
team respect ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ v ~talent and clothes...but you will pay for yester-
know that he can handle the impor- day's sins 
tant roll of a point guard. Most of the credit and charge 
Reggie for the last two weeks has corporations offer students the same 
been out of practice with a sprained card benefits that other members 
ankle and will probably sit out the receive, such as purchaseprotection, 
first couple of scrimmages to get extended warranties and insurance 
ready for the first regular season on rental cars. 
game. He feels he might be behind on In addition, Chase, American 
learning the offense and getting into Express and others also send student 
shape, but he would rather do that cardholders quarterly magazines and 
than risk injuring it again. other publications that give them 
As a team, ~ e ~ ~ i e  credit and money management tips.believes that 
REGGIE MARTIN 
ing each others turf," and drug wars. 
And, Reggie says that's where 
drive-by shootings come into effect. 
Reggie has witnessed many shoot-
ings and even some of his own 
friends have been involved. 
"I have tried to talk to my friends 
about getting out of gangsbut it is no 
use most of the time. They don't want 
to give up their $50,000 cars. They 
also don't ever want to go back to 
living in old run-down apartments 
and not having any money,"he said. 
Reggie added, "A person will talk 
themselves until they are blue in the 
facc bzforc a member will leave their 
gang." 
Reggie knows that someday they 
will be caught and all that money and 
that $50,000car will mean life in the 
"house" (prison). 
That kind of life-style was never 
for Reggie. 
He says that the biggest difference 
Undergrad 
scholarships 
Twenty-five scholarships arc 
available for undergraduate students 
majoring in engineering and science 
disciplines. Sponsored by the U.S. 
Department of Energy (DOE) and 
administered by Oak Ridge AAO-
ciatcd Universities, the scholarships 
are designated for those students 
interested in pursuing careers in 
cnvironrnentd rcstoration or waste 
management (ER/WM). 
Applicants must be U.S. citizens 
and cui~cntlypursuing an Associate 
of Scicncc or Bachelor of Scicnce 
dcgrcc full time. The Environmental 
B E Y O N D  I M A G I N A T I O N  

they will be better than they were last 
year. The team plays very hard 
defense and the players really hustle 
and involve more of everybody on 
the floor. We will be out height and 
will probably not be as fast as our 
opposition so we will really have to 
know each and everyones move and 
play at 100 percent every game to 
make up for height and speed.Reggie 
adds, "I know we can win more 
names than we did last vear!" 
Not only have students proved to 
be a stable short-term credit risk 
while in school, studentsalso tend to 
pay off in the long run. 
"Students, as they come out of 
school, will be making more 
money," Knepper says. "If (compa-
nies) can influence them now, they 
will most likely have a customer for 
life." 
Rcstoration/Waste Man~~gement 
Scliolarsllip Program includes Cull 
paymcnt of tuition and recs at a 
DOE-approved institution, a $600 
monthly stipend, and a three-month 
practicu~n assignment at a DOE 
facility engaged in environmental 
rcstoration and waste management. 
Scholarshipapplications are being 
takcn through Jan. 31, 1992, and 
awards will be announced in May 
1992.For applications or more infor-
mation contact Pcggy Gibson, Envir-
onmcntal ~ e s - o r a t i o n / ~ a s t e  
M~~~~~~~~~ scholarship Program, SAB members from all DMACC campuses attended a Student Leader-
oak~i~~~ Associated universities ship Conference Oct. 1at Camp Hantesa in the LedgesPark near Roone. 
The conference provided a time for learning about student government~ ~ i ~~ d~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ / i ~~ i ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ 
~ i ~ i ~ i ~ ~ ,  and socializing. The event was coordinated by George Silberhorn,p.0. B~~ 7, oakRidge,
T N  8 - 0 7 ,  o r  c a l l  Boone Campus SAB adviser. -Photo by Carie Beming. 
(615)576-9278. 
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Practicing the "I'm Gonna' Wash That Man Right Out-AMY Hair" scene are, in back from left, C0nni 
Booth, Jayne Smith, Julie Sharp and Janene Hale. In front, Rosie Needham, Carla Werre and Michell 
Olson. 
South Pacific 
From page 1 
The men's chorus, which is a little 
short of members other than those 
listed above, are Tim Rose and 
Chuck Jacson, Greg Flynn, John 
Shuley, Nathan Welch, David 
Doran, Koch, Merrill, Craigmile and 
Scott. 
Here are some hints of things and 
people to watch. There are several 
excellent singing voices. The charac- 
ters of Emile and Nellie sound 
professional in quality. The comic 
antics of Billis have even had the cast 
rolling with laughter during rehear- 
sal. Bloddy Mary is also shwoing 
tremendous acting and vocal ability. 
It can also be said that the chorus 
sounds bigger in size than its number 
suggests. 
The cast and crew invite you to be 
C h o r e o g r a p h e r  C a r o l  R e n a e  entertained at least one night of the 
Hamman of Boone. offers some show. Bring the family or a friend. 
advice to the cast. 
Here is Kahla Jackson, as Nellie Forbush, rehearsing 
with the womens chorus. 
From left, Chuck Jackson, Jim Merrill, Mike Terwilliger go over the 
tune "Nothing Like a Dame." 
Discussing the moves are, Greg Flynn and John Shuley, 
Boone High School students. 
Everybody gets a chance to slng as Carol Renae Hamman, choreographer; Kay Mueller, director and 
Jim Loos, musk director; look on. 
BEAR FACTS PHOTOS 
I 
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S T U D E N T  L I F E  

The Canadian Connecion 

By SHANNON HAYES 
Staff W r i t e r  After attending DMACC and him is the University of Washington 
This year, as in the past years, the getting his AA degree, Roman hopes State. "Theirbaseball is good and it is 
DMACC baseball team has the plea- to get a good scholarship to a Divi- also a good academic school." H e  is 
sure of having Canadians on the sion I school and play baseball for also considering to go south to g o  to 
team. them and also major in business. His school, because he likes the idea of 
Coach John Smith has many ultimate goal and plan is to get playing baseball in good weather and 
connections in Canada and every drafted by a pro team. playing outside all year around. 
year he talks kids into coming to While going to his choice of
Boone to play baseball. If nothing comes up out of this university he would like to major in 
This year there are four players year, he will g o  back home and g o  to something in the medical sciences 
that play for DMACC that have a lot school at the University of Toronto. field. 
of talent. If they work hard at it, they 
may someday make some money H e  hopes something comes up As Jamie played baseball in Cana- 
playing ball. because he says he doesn't know da he received his recognition by 
You may have already met these what he would d o  without baseball. earning most valuable player in Sr. 
four players o r  heard there Canadian "I eat, drink and dream baseball.. league last year. Also in 1986, Jamie 
diologue in the hallways. Their Once a person experiences baseball played in Detroit for the Jr. World they can't help but fall in love with Series. As an 18-year-old he made names are Joel Irvine, Roman Kula, the game," he says. the British Columbia all star team. Jamie White and Wilf Wilson. 
Jamie has a lot of tools to Work 
Joel is known by friends as  The next Canadian connec- with and he hopes, as did Joel and 
"Sc6shn because he is from Dart- tiom On this years team area Roman, to get drafted and make good 
mouth, Nova Scotia. long ways from The first One money at playing baseball someday. 
Joel plays catcher and outfield for i s  k n o w n  a r o u n d  c a m p u s  a s  -whitey.- Jamie white  is from Jamie has not always just been the Bears. Joel, as  a freshman last Victory, British Columbia. good in baseball, but he played rugby year and catching for the first time in and soccer, and excelled at it. 

his baseball career, had a throw out 

percentage of 70%, which is  well Jamie plays shortstop and third- The newest and the last additlon to 
above pro catchers' percentages. H e  base for the Bears and, which the team from Canada is Wilf 
didn't hit as well a s  he wanted to, but requires a strong arm and Jamie does Wilson, better known a s  "Chief," 
he says that for a freshman, facing not lack that. H e  has been clocked in because he is  a native American. For 
good pitching every day is a big throwing across the infield in by those who knew who Derrik Sutton 
adjustment. scouts in the upper eighties. was this is his twin brother, but Wilf 
can talk and speak English. 
In the middle of last summer, Jocl 
was surprised when he received a call Jarnics feels that he has much Wi]f began enjoying the game of 
and a letter by the New York Yank- more confidence in the field and up b a s e b a l l  i n  T e r r a c e ,  B r i t i s h  
ees saying he had been drafted. Even added,to bat than "This he did last year. was a fall proved th t I Jamie Columbia. 
though Joel was drafted, he decided lot more comfortable with myself in This fall Wilf had an eye opener to finish school at DMACC and the field and at bat. I didn't put the when a Grandview balter hit a 500 
hopefully get a scholarship to a Divi- 
sion 1 school or get drafted in a higher 
pressure on myself this year, like me foot grand slam home run. And the 
round for more money. Aftcr Jocl 
somany other freshmanplayersdid. I very next batter hit one just as far for 
hit .400 this fall and didn't make near another home run. As they were hit 
graduates from DMACC with an A A  the errors I did last year." he kind of laughed about them, but degree, he wants to go on to a univcr- went on to get the next batter out to 
sity to major in physical education. 
Rlght now he has a 3.32 grade point Jamie is  a real solid and tough end the game. 
and some of the schools he is looking player and will be an asset to this Wilf says he has a lot to learn 
:it are Duke, University of North years team. He says he is look- about pitching, but hopes to help 
C a r o l i n a  a n d  Univ 'e r s i ty  o f  ing forward to this coming baseball D M A c c  this year any way he can. 
Connecticut. Playing baseball for the  n o o n e  n e a r s  this season a r e  in front,  f rom left: season because he thinks that this E~~~if it means chasing foul balls! 
Joe1 Irvine, a n d  Wilf Wilson. I n  back: Roman Kula,  a n d  Jamie White. Yearsteam has the tobeone of And hopefully not giveup homeruns 
Joel is not only great in baseball -Photo by Shannon Hayes the best teams ever at DMACC, but like in the Grandview game. 
and excels in his studies he is  a he adds as did Joel and Roman, 
wizard on the ice. Before even think- "DMACC will never come back Wilf is a hard worker in practice 
ing about coming to play baseball for from the spring break trip over five and someday that work will pay off, 
DMACC, he was all set to go play hundred percent or maybe five and but Wilf also knows how to have fun 
hockey for a Canadian University. was very impressive: 9.0. giv hi^^ Roman is from Toronto, Ontano, four when the team has to sleep on when he should be  under pressure 
really bothers R~~~~ on the mound; where he has earned many accom- wrestling mats and not eat all day and that is what people like about 
The next player is known to many tle just keeps pecking away and plishments. H e  was on the 1989 until you get back to the gym that him. 
as the "Candle" (he keeps on burning Canadian youth team, he made the As a freshman he kind of misses 
aster everything has gone out). His Keeps his concentration On his Region 11 All-Star team, pitcher After Jamie gets his AA Degree home, but likes the freedom ofbeing i o b y  
Mr. Clutch." Roman doesn't throw the year in Toronto and he was the from DMACC he would like togo on away from his parents. H e  also adds 
name is Roman Kula. real h a d ,  but he is a master a t  the top winning pitcher on one occasion. 
Roman, as a freshman pitcher last pitches he throws and he keeps the Along with his accomplishments his 
to a four ye, school. He would that people arereally ,,ice bere and he 
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Boone Campus hosts Oktoberfest 
By JOHN GREENE 
Oktoberfest at Boone Campus was 
a continuation of Germany year 
activities at the DMACC campuses. 
The event here included acookout on 
Thursday, Oct. 17, from 3 to 6 p.m. 
Everyone enjoyed a good old fashion 
German meal complete with real 
German potato salad, sauerkraut, and 
bratwurst grilled by George Silber- 
horn, director of student services. 
There was even live and recorded 
German music provided. All the food 
was free of charge, and all activities 
were open to all students, faculty, 
and staff and the public. 
Bruce Kelly provided pins for 
everyone to wear at the cookout. 
They displayed an American and 
German flag. 
Ankeny, Carroll and Urban 
campuses also participated in 
Oktoberfest activities. 
Silberhorn said that there was a 
very good turn out. "Everyone had a 
real good time," he said. 
Jim Bittner, English, thanks Dave 
Richardson from the Boone High 
Mary Galdner, the elementary music instructer, was part of the School for providing the music. From left: Jim Bittner, Composition instructor, and George Silber- 
German band that played at the October fest Oct. 17 on the Boone aso on De~oom student, said that horn, director of student services grill up some bratwurst as part of 
Campus patlo. -Photo by Carie Berning the cookout should have been earlier the German meal served. -Photo by Caric Berning 
in the day. 
Learning about the body by dissection 
By JANENE HALE I got the reactions of some of the Darren Douglas: For teaching 
Staff Writer students in the class. Here are the purposes and I also needed the five 
On Tuesday the 8th of October, I questions and their responses. credits, like Roman. No it is not my 
visited Linda Figdore's general first dissection. It doesn't bother me. Why did you take this class? 
anatomy and physiology class. I had Is this your first dissection? 
heard that they were going to dissect How do you feel about dissecting a pig fetus and I was a bit curious. this animal? The instructor, Figdore, graciously 
invited me in. 
Figdore says the goal is to find out Annette Foster: It is required for 
how the human body works by study- an early childhood/special education 
ing the internal structures of the pig. degree. Yes. It makes me sick. Denise Cornellson: I took it for a All of the systems will be explored 
BA nursing degree. This isn't my including, the muscular, nervous and 
reproductive systems, to name a few. first dissection, but it is as interesting 
Students will also study the organs to me as the first time. 
that relate to those systems. Roman Kula: Because I need the 
Initial cuts were made Friday to five credits. Yes, this is my first 
remove the skin in a flaplike fashion dissection, and my last. I think 
up to the backbone. Tuesday, prepa- dissecting this pig is disgusting and if 
rations were underway to become I didn't have to do it I wouldn't. 
familiar with and identify the muscle Jamle Whlte: I took this class 
structure. The students were looking because I was interested in the struc- 
at slides of actual skeletal muscle ture and functions of the human 
structure. I took a look at those inter- body. It is not my first and probably 
esting slides myself. Students worklng on a dissection are, from left: Brian Lee, Lori Marr and not my last. It does not bother me at 
Thursday the actual dissection Mike Waterbury. all. 
began. As I arrived, students were 
gingerly clipping away fat and 
membrane to get down to and look at Smith who said, "It smells." I left the and abort the fetus specifically for 
the muscles. As in any good lab, students working diligently on their laboratory study, according to 
there was alotof  information being pigs. By the way, no one (in Figdore. They had been drained of 
shared amongst the students to clar- Figdore's class anyway) has refused blood and injected with a dye for 
ify the proper procedures. The the dissection or passed out. better visual identification in the lab. 
dissection was not messy or horrid. Wheredo the pig fetus' come from The pigs were well packaged in the 
One comment shared by most was you may be wondering? Uany p r e s e r v a t  i v e s u b s t a n  c e , 
summed up by student Marilyn companies raise pigs to impregnate formaldahyde. 
Bookstore survey underway 
By ROBIN NELSON the kind of service the students, out of the survey." CALL FOR APPOINTMENT 
Staff Wrlter faculty, and staff are looking for in WALK-INS WELCOME 
At the beginning of the fall semes- the bookstore. It would only take a minute to fill 
ter the Boone Campus Bookstore out the survey, so stop by the book- Ask lor gentle. allergl-tested Redken@ 
started a survey. The survey is to Doris Wickman, manager, says, store, fill one out. You'll receive a 
nlun rare and cosmeho 
provide information to DMACC for "We necd a lot more help with filling free pencil. 
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I Sophomore Roman Kula picks up his catcher before throwing a pitch during the scrimmage with Grand View Collcgc Sophomore Jeff1)ighton takes a throw a 
Freshman Mark Zahn saves a throw from going into center field. 
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Jesse Zeibarth steals second base. 
S P O R T S  

A bright outlook for 

the Lady Bears 

By JEFF 
Sports Writer 	 15pointsper game last year when the 
team finished 4-19. Coach Criner is 
Coach Dick Criner, beginning his 
tenth year as coach of the DMACC 'Iso a big year for 
more Karla Lilly, who averaged 12 
Boone Campus women's baketball points per game last year. Also 
team Opens the with returning from last year's squad are five returning players and 	a much 
heralded freshman class. 	 Heather Smith, Sonya Hanna and 
Cindy Fridley. 
Valerie Camp, last year's leading 
scorer returns for her final season The Lady Bear's roster is as 
with the Lady Bears. Camp averagcd follows: 
NAME POSITION HT. YR. H.S. 

Camp, Valarie Forward 5'10" SO. Collins-Maxwell 

Lilly, Karla Guard 5"7" SO. Des Moines East 

Fridley, Cindy Guard 5 ' 6  SO. S.E. Warren 

Hanna, Sonya Forward 5'7" SO. Ogden 

Smith, Heather Center 5'10" SO. Ogden 

Kellen, Jennifer Center 6'0" SO. Ames 

Schlenker, Michelle Forward 5'10" FR. Johnston 

Wilson, Stephanie Center 6'0" FR. Maquoketa Valley 

Wernimont, Dana Center 5'10" FR. Fonda-Newel1 

Silberhorn, Jennifer Guard 5'7" FR. Boone 

Klinker, Angela Forward 5'8" FR. Charter Oak 

Krachey, Dawn Guard 5'8" FR. BuchananTroy,MO 

Coach Criner commented that in DMACd the season Novem- 
order to recruit five good players you her 13 on the road against Northern Lady Bears Lilly, Cindy Fridley, Dawn Krachey. Front: Valarie 
have go through Watching Iowa Area Community College Left to right, back: Michelle Schlenker, Heather Camp, Stephanie Wilson, Sonya Hanna. Not 
them practice indicate that he (NIACC). The Lady Bears home Smith, Jennifer Silberhorn, Dana Wernimont, Karla pictured: Jennifer Kellen. 
found the best of those numbers. 	 opener is set for November 16 
Coach Criner's goals in the against Marshalltown Community Camp- We expect the jump shot. 
coming season are to beat Ellsworth, to be leader for this year. 
Cindy Fridlcy- Fridley is a pretty 
college. a us good ball handler, has a good head on Stephanie Wilson- Wilson is aKirkwood and ICCC. Coach Criner She is the best defer-- her shoulders and is very aggressive. good outside player but has demon- 
would also like to see the Lady Bears Coach Criner had this to say about sive guard of the junior college play- 
get to the Regional Tournament. his players: ers in the state. sonyaHanna- Hanna had the strated her ability to score from the 
highest jumper on the team and she's outside. 
Dana Wernimont- Wernimont hzsFINAL EXAM SCHEDULE ~~~$~;.;;s12;Etr;zgt;;;;;;! -a standout 
Thursday, December 12, 1991 (Tuesday/Thursday classes) be a defensive force for us. 
Jenifer Kellen- Kellen gets up and 	 Jenifer Silberhorn- Silberhorn is 
Class Time Exam Time 	 down the court real well and is going real quick and will get a lot of steals. 
to score some real points for US. She is a good defensive player- 
Michelle Schlenker- Schlenker Dawn Krachey- Krachey will real- 
has a good jump shot and good ly help us by getting the ball up and 
'moves allowing her to get open to hit down Lhe court and into our offense. 
DMACC - BOONE CAMPUS Friday, Dec. 13, 1991 (Monday/Wednesday/Friday, or more classe 

1991-92 
Class Time Exam Time WOMEN'S BASKETBALL SCHEDULE 
Date Opponent Site Time 
Nov. 13 (W) N.I.A.C.C. Away 6:30 
16 (S) Marshalltown Home 6:OO 
20 (W) Kirkwood Home 6:OO 
25 (M) Wartburg J.V. Away 5:30 
Dec. 2 (M) Simpson J.V. Home 6:OO 
IMonday, Dec. 16, 1991 (Monday/Wednesday/Friday, or more classe 4 (W) wartburg J.V. Home 7 (S) Central J.V. Away 
Class ~ i m e  Exam Time 9 (M) Ellsworth AwayI I 14 (S) Iowa Central C.C. Home 
Jan. 15 (W) Simpson J.V. Away 
20 (M) Faith Baptist College Away 
22 (W) Waldorf Away 
25 (S) Ellsworth Home 
29 (W) Cres ton Home 
I ~ u e s d a ~ ,December 17, 1991 (Tuesday/Thursday classes) I Feb. 5 (W) Reames Home 
I I 
8 6 )  N.I.A.C.C. Home 
Class Time Exam time 10 (M) Kirkwood Away 
13 (R) Creston Away 
15 (S) Waldorf-Homecoming Home 
17 (M) Marshalltown Away 
19 (W) Central College J.V. Home 
Evening/Saturday classes will have their finals at the day and 22 (S) Faith Baptist College Home 

time of the final regular class meetinq. 26 (W) Iowa Central C.C. Away 

S P O R T S  
Dunham comments on upcoming season Intramurals 
By JEFF CRAIGMILE 
Sports Writer 
"The players have worked 
extremely hard during the workouts 
and I'm pleased with both our effort 
and attitude," said Coach Joe 
Dunham when chatting about the 
199 1-92 season. 
"With 11 new players, there are a 
lot of unknown factors that will 
affect our performance early in the 
season; however, if we stay focused 
on defense and become patient on 
offense, we may surprise some 
people this season. 
REGGIE MARTIN is the lone 
returning starter from last year's 4-23 
team. Martin is a sophomore from 
East Chicago Central High School 
where he starred on a highly regarded 
ball club. He is regarded as one of the 
best point guards in the Junior 
College League. 
"Bears fans will enjoy the excite- 
ment that Reggie Martin brings to the 
court," said Coach Joe Dunham. 
DANA SCOlT transferred from 
Iowa Central Community College in 
Fort Dodge after red-shirting his first 
year at ICCC due to a knee injury. 
"He is a strong 6'2" off-guard that 
plays tough defense and takes the 
ball to the basket with aggressive- 
ness," said Dunham. 
TERRY FISHER from Jefferson/ 
Scranton High School is in his 
second year of competition at 
DMACC after sitting out the 
1990-91 season. 
"Fisher is a valuable ball-handler 
and a good passer," said Dunham. 
RICHARD WEBB from Cedar 
Rapids Washington is a transfer from 
UNI and has a 30+ inch vertical leap. 
"Webb has shown that he plays the 
swing position well and has the abili- 
ty to take the ball outside or inside," 
said Dunham. 
TOM SANDVE is one of three 
former Boone High School players 
on the roster. 
"Sandve has an excellent attitude 
and his hustling style will benefit the 
DMACC Rears this season," said 
Dunham. 
BRAD VINCENT from Nevada 
High School is a 6'4" power forward 
who was an honorable mention All- 
Conference performer last season. 
"Vincent plays the baseline well 
and will be counted on to rebound 
and provide low post scoring this 
season," said Dunham. 
BRENT KRUG from Boonc is 
6'4" and can play both small forward 
and shooting guard. Krug was honor- 
able mention All-Conference player 








By SHANNON HAYES 
Staff Writer 
In the long drive competition on 
September 26, nine contestants 
showed their golting skills by seeing 
how far they could drive a golf ball. 
In the women's division, Chantel 
Jordan of Ames won with a drive of 
250 yards. 
And in the men's, Jeff Gano won 
with a drive of 330 yards. 
The 8 ball and table tennis compet- 
ition started October 7 and will prob- 
ably wrap up this week. Each of the 
participants play each other when 
they have free time. 
In the table tennis, there are two 
divisions. The champion division has 
four contestants and the novice divi- 
sion has six. Each person will play 
the best two out of three games. 
Please note that if you are wanting 
to sign up for the doubles table tennis 
(M, W, CO-REC) or the doubles 
8-ball (CO-REC) the deadline for 
entries is November 6. 
And if you're planning on compet- 
ing in the bowling competition the DMACC Men's Hoopsters deadline is December 4. 
From left to right, in back: Gene Rife Jr., James Heintz, Brad Vincent, Dana Scott, Adam Krup, If anyone has any questions, 
Brent Krug, Tom Sandve, Shannon Hayes. In frank Rich Webb, Coach Joe Dunham, Jeff Mulder. Not please contact George Silberhom or 
pictured: Reggie Martin, Terry Fisher and Manager Jeff Craigmile. - Kevin Israel. 
"With a big time jump shot that JAMES HEINTZ is a 6 1 "  
extends beyond the 3 point line, Krug forward from Ames. 
will bust zone defenses for the "Heintz is the hardesL worker of DMACC - Boone Campus Men's Basketball Team Bears," said Dunham. any of the Bears. With his excellent 
GENE RIFE, JR. from Des attitude and hard work, James should 1991-92 
Moines Hoover High School will be make an impact at forward for Lhe 
counted on to provide support in the Bears this season," said Dunham. 
backcourt for the 1991-92 season. The DMACC Men's Basketball Height Hometown 
"Rife has provided steady play at So. James Heintz Boone 6'0 Ames
team is also proud to announce the Year Player 
Campus 
both point guard and shooting guard addition of a new player to this year's So. Reggie Martin Boone 5'11 E. Chicago,W during the fall workouts," said roster. Welcome Shannon Hayes, a So. Dana Scott Boone 6'2 Flint, MIDunham. 5'7" sophomore from Urbandale. 
ADAM KRUG, 6'4" twin brother Shannon has previously been seen on Fr. Brad Vincent Boone 6'4 
Nevada 
of Brent, was slowed his final high the Bears Baseball team as the Fr. Jeff Mulder 
Ankeny 6'7 Nevada 
school season at Boone High due to a Fr. Richard Webb Boone 6'3 Cedar Rapids 
second baseman or shortstop. Fr. Gene Rife Boone 6'1 Des Moines 
collapsed lung. He has fully DMACC kicks off the 91-92 Fr. Tom Sandre Boone 6'0 Boonerecovered. season on the road at Northern Iowa 
Community College (NIACC) on Fr. Brent Krug Boone 6'4 Boone 
"Adam Krug is a very physical November 13 in Mason City. The 
Fr. Adam Krug Boone 6'4 Boone 

player wiih a soh jump shot. He has home opener is schedule for Novem- Fr. 
Jeff Craigrnile Boone Manager Jefferson 

shown the ability to go both inside ber 16 against rival Marshalltown 

and outside during the fall practices," Community College. 

said Dunham. Dunham said the Iowa Junior 

JEFF MULDER from Nevada is College League again appears to be 

6'7" and bench presses 250 pounds. well balanced with tremendous 
Bear fans will be impressed with his talent. 
strength and low post play this "I expect Marshalltown, Ellsworth 

and Indian Hills to have excellent 
season. 
"Mulder has been the most domi- ball clubs," said Dunha111:'We will 

nating big man for the Bears during have to be on top of our game each DMACC - BOONE CAMPUS 

the preseason conditioning prog- night in order to be competitive in 1991-92
ram," said Dunham. this league." 
MEN'S BASKETBALL SCHEDULE 
INTRAMURALS SCHEDULE FALL 1991 Date Opponent Site Time 
DMACC-BOONE CAMPUS Nov. 13 (W) N.I.A.C.C. Away 8:30 
Entry forms available in the main office/intrarnural mailbox. 16 (S) Marshalltown Home  8:OO 
Questions? Contact George Silberhom or Kevin Wright. 18 (MI Clarinda Away 7:OO 
ENTRIES ENTRIES PLAY 20 (W) Kirkwood Home  8:OO 
OPEN CLOSE BEGINS 22 (F) Clinton tournament Clinton T B A  
3-Point Shoot (M,W) Oct.9 Oct. 16 Oct.20 23 (S) Clinton Tournament Clinton T B A  
Free Throw Contest (M,W) Oct.9 Oct. 16 Oct. 20 Dec. 2 (M) Simpson J.V. Home  8:OO 
4-Player Co-Rec Volleyball Oct.23 Oct.30 Nov.3 4 (W) Indian Hills Home  8:OO 
3-Player Basketball (M,W) Oct.23 Oct.30 Nov. 3 Central J.V. Away 3:30 
Doubles Table Tennis (M,W,CO-REC) Oct. 30 Nov. 6 Nov. 11 Ellsworth Away 8:OO 
Doubles 8-Ball (CO-REC) Oct. 30 Nov. 6 Nov. 11 I 14 (S) Fort Dodge Home  8:OO Bowling Nov.27 Dec.4 Dec. 8 
I 
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S T U D E N T  L I F E  
COMING 
EVENTS 
Uy IlRIAN PHELPS 
Staff Writer  
THURSDAY, OCT. 31 
Registration undcrway for spring 
semester at DMACC. 
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 6 
Jim Wand, mastcr of the mind, 9 
a.m., Boonc Campus Theater. 
THURSDAY -SATURDAY, 
NOV. 14-16 
DMACC presents its fall play, 
South Pacific, 8p.m., Boone Campus 
Theater. 
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 20 
* Last day to drop classes. 
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 27 
DMACC offices close at 3 p.m. 




TUESDAY, DEC. 10 
Last Tuesday night class (final 
cxam). 
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 11 
Last Wedncsday night class 
(final cxam). 
THURSDAY, DEC. 12 
Last Thursday night class (final 
exam). 
Last Tucsday/Thursday night 
class (final exam). 
THURSDAY, DEC. 12 
or  TUESDAY, DEC. 17 
Last Tuesdayflhursday class 
(final exam). 
FRIDAY, DEC. 13 
or  MONDAY, DEC. 16 
Last MondayIWednesdayFriday 
or more classes (final exam). 
SATURDAY, DEC. 14 
Last Saturday class (final exam). 
MONDAY, DEC. 16 
Last MondayIWednesday night 
class (final exam). 
TUESDAY, DEC. 17 
End of scmestcr at DMACC 
Boone Campus. 
TUESDAY, DEC. 24-
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 1 
DMACC offices closcd. 
MONDAY, JAN. 13 
Spring classcs bcgin at DMACC 
Boonc Campus. 
Budget cutbacks affect library hours 
(CPS) - College and university 
libraries are the latest victims of the 
budget-cutting guillotine, and admi-
nistrators are frantically looking for 
ways to trim expenses without losing 
their heads. 
A shortage of money has resulted 
in cutbacks in hours, cancellations in 
journal subscriptions, delays in 
expensive book purchases and in 
some cases, fee increases. 
"It's a big problem," says Sarah 
Pritchard, associate executive direc-
tor of the Association of Research 
Libraries. "It's a grave concern for 
the future of education and for the 
building up of scholarly research." 
Even though money is tight, most 
schools don't want to reduce the 
money they give their libraries, so 
thcy are allocating the same amount 
of monev as last year. 
But the cost of library materials 
has tripled since last year because of 
inflation, Pritchard says. So, admini-
strators are facing de facto reductions 
in their budgets and are now scram-
bling to find alternative sources of 
funding and innovative ways to 
avoid cutting off access to materials. 
Unlike other student services, 
however, most administrators firmly 
reject the idea of initiating a fee-for-
service method of generating more 
revenue. 
"Fees are very controversial 
because libraries are based on the 
philosophy of providing unlimited 
access to information," Pritchad 
says. "User fees for basic services 
and for primary users is so funcla-
mentally against the concept we arc: 
based on." 
Double cheese and 
Still, some have contemplated and 
acted on fee proposals. At the 
University of Texas at Dallas, the 
student newspaper The Mercury 
reported that the Student Service Fee 
Committee made an unprecedented 
decision to use fee money to keep the 
library open longer than the hours 
funded by the state. 
To generate more money without 
resorting to user fees, however, some 
schools have hired full-time library 
development officers who solicit 
special library endowments and 
grants and try to encourage alumni 
donations and other gift-giving. 
"We do gct a lot of donations of 
books, but unfortunately they're not 
always the books tht we need," says 
John Hemming, interim co-director 
of library services at  Edinboro 
University of Pennsylvania. 
As other alternatives, many 
schools are looking to share sources 
through programs Like inter-Library 
1o:m; they are cutting back on invest-
ments in rare book collections; they 
are charging minimal fees for 
specialized services and they are 
focusing on continued technological 
advancements like computer datab-
ases that will save them money in the 
long run. 
On the down side, however, many 
schools are also reducing staff hours 
and cancelling subscriptions to some 
scholarly journals. 
"We've been circulating lists of 
journals to departments asking them 
which to get rid of," says P. Grady 
Morein, director of library services at 
the University of West Florida. 
"Faculty have tended to resist those 
cuts and are asking us to get rid of 
books first." 
AUSTIN, Texas (CPS)-John 
Houston never thought a couple of 
noise complaints against a fraternity 
would earn him dozens of pizzas, 
video subscriptions and book and 
health club memberships that he 
didn't want. 
The fraternity down thc street 
never thought Houston would report 
pepperoni, hold tl 
West Florida is  also cutting its 
hours-the library is currently closed 
on Saturtlays and has shaved a half-
hour from its daily hours of 
operation. 
Students, upset with the reduction 
of hours, are petitioning the universi-
ty's administration. At the Universi-
ty of Arizona, where daily closing 
hours were shifted from 2 a.m. to 
midnight because of cuts, student 
government officials objected so 
strongly that the university reallo-
cated $24,000 to the library to rein-
state the lost hours. 
"There are still real cuts in other 
areas that at the moment aren't appa-
rent," says Carla Stoffle, Arizona's 
head librarian. "There will be less 
access to materials and less biblio-
graphical access, among other 
things." 
Arizona's library had its budget 
cut $240,000 this year, but the admi-
nistration had promised Stoffle $1 
million for.technical automation of 
the library. 
"We are aggressively moving 
ahead with the automation and that 
wi l l  ul t imately enhance  o u r  
services," she said. 
At the University of Illinois in 
Urbana, a $233,000 cut to the 
library's service budget also forced 
hour reductions. 
"We didn't receive cuts to our 
materials budget, but we had to 
cancel 1,060journals just to hold the 
line," says Dale Montanelli, director 
of administrative services for the 
library. 
them for placing the fake orders for 
goods and services in his name. 
On Sept. 11, members of Tau 
Kappa Epsilon pleaded no contest to 
a forgery charge and were fined 
$10,000 for the fraudulent orders. 
The fraternity members sent the 
orders to Houston's residence after 
he repeatedly called the police to 
he fraternity 
handle noise complaints against 
them. 
"Apparently the police issued the 
fraternity president a citation and the 
members misinterpreted it as  an 
arrest," said John Lastovica, assistant 
Travis County attorney. "They then 




Bcginning Nov. 14, a course deal-
ing with microcomputers and their 
use on [arms will be offered through 
DMACC. 
Howevcr, no prior computer 
cxpcricnce is necessary. The course 
will dcal with the basics of micro-
computers and how they can be used 
on the farm. During the course indi-
viduals will learn: 
*How microcomputers process 
d a b  
.Agricultural related sprcadshcct 
basics 
-Database management basics 
-How to select a computcr system 
to fit user's needs 
-How to select computer software 
'This class will meet on Thursdays 
from 7 to 10 p.m. beginning Nov. 14 
through Dec. 12 at  the Boone 
Campus. The tuition for this class is 
$25.80 per person, and the instructor 
will be Gary Stasko. 
Anyone intercsted should call 
432-7203 for further dcbils. 
Phone tutor 
available 
Docs this scenario sound all too 
familiar? 
With pencils sharpened and a big 
pot of coffee on the stove, you are 
rcady to settle down for a long night 
of studyinz P,ut then you opcn your 
book and find you do not understand 
one of the basic concepts you need to 
know to be able to progress with thc 
cvening's work. It's too late to find 
your instructor on campus, and it's 
inconvenient to go back to school to 
get hclp. 
You need not throw up your hands, 
slam your book shut and veg out in 
front or  the TV any more. The Learn-
ing Ccnter has help for you. 
Bctween 5 and 8 p.m., Monday 
through Thursday, DMACC students 
may cal l  1-800-362-2127 o r  
432-7203 with questions on chemi-
stry for nurses, finite math, algebra, 
basic math, and English. Sally 
Tanner, Jan Larson and Susan Ofncr 
are available to hclp with your math, 
scicnce and English problems during 
thcse hours. 
Here's The Most Expensive Hat 
You'll Ever Pay For! 
We are very n ~ u c haware of the value of a 
college education. We also are aware of the 
cost. 
See one of our  officers soon about your '  
education. That expensive hat may be cheape 
than you think. 
Citizens National Bank 
724 Story Street Boone, Iowa 515-432-7611 
725 Shakes~eare Stratford, Iowa 50249 5158382426 
Member FDIC and Hawkeye Bancorporation' 
FAX NUMBER 515-432-9915 
1 
CHUCK SCHWARZKOPF 
USRSA CERTIFIED STRINGER 
Ben FranklinStore 
615 Story Street 
Emone, Iowa 50036 
(515) 432-5405 
Racquet Sales and Service 
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T A L L A H A S S E E ,  F l a .  
(CPS)-The Florida Board of 
Regents has decided to freeze enroll- 
ment at  nine state universities 
because of anticipated budget 
shortfalls. 
Beginning next year, admission to 
the universities will be limited to the 
same number of students as this year. 
Currently, about 183.000 students 
attend the schools. 
In addition, the board agreed to 
delay work on a tenth university 
scheduled for 1995-96 and has 
suspended mandatory summer 
school for students. 
The move comes after increased 
enrollment, less money from the 
state government and indications that 
a $582 million shortfall in the state's 
current budget will cause even more 
cuts to the state university system. 
"The board said it's time to stop," 
says Michael Annstrong, the state 
system's director of planning. "We 
are going to stop W i g  new students 
until the legislature starts funding 
us." 
said Florida a b i d y  
ranks 49th nationally in the number 
of degrees granted in 
its population and that with 825 new 
residents moving into the state every 
day, coupled with an expected 50 
percent increase in the number of 
high school graduates by 1995, the 
freeze is going to hurt. 
Still, lie said, the universities in the 
'ystem understand why 
took action Sept. 19. 
Future weren't the 
ones affected. The board also voted 
to waive a requirement that every 
student take a total of nine hours in 
Ihe summertime during the 'pan
his or her academic career. Some 
schools are eliminating summer 
courses, which will make it more 
difficult for many students to get the 




T A L L A H A S S E E , F 1 a . 
(CPS)-Future businesswomen in 
college today don't expect to makeas 
much money as men and both sexes 
look to their fathers when seeking 
career advice and approval, a recent 
study shows. 
x't4 aN 
~ ~ \ P 6 N M ~ ~ ~ .  
1 
Distributed by Tribune Media Services 
Harvard tops list 
(CPS)-The Ivy League fared 
well in U.S. News and World 
Report's fifth annual survey of the 
nation's best colleges. 
Harvard University was ranked 
first, followed by Yale University, 
Stanford University, Princeton 
University, California Institute of 
Technology, Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology, Duke University, 
Dartmouth College,  Columbia 
University and the University of 
Chicago. 
The magzinc ratcd thc schools on 
thc basis of tcst scorcs, graduation 
rates, faculty-studcnt ratios, academ- 
ic reputation and student satisfaction. 
In terms of thc bcst buys, the fivc 
schools with thc lowest tuitions were 
the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill ($6,642),Rice Universi- 
ty (Texas, $7,700), University of 
Virginia ($8,950), University of 
Calirornia at Berkeley ($9,973) and 
University of California at LOS 
Angelcs ($9,973). 
P ~ o ~ ~ s s o ~becomes standup comic for laugh research 
(CPS) -"A fellow comes up to 
me at a party, and he says, 'I under- 
stand adoctOT---dosomething 
medical.w. Pause. I made him
iaitT Laughter. then I billed 
him for it.v More laughter. 
When it's a good night on the 
comdey club circuit, ~ ~ ~ 
Laugh Doctor is knocking them 
dead. Cliff Kuhn is giving the audi- 
ence a cure for their blues. It's magic, 
dmost chemical, T~~~ love his 
jokes! They love him! 
And then there are bad nights 
when the audience is unresponsive, 
too for him even to 
titter. He.s stumbling in blind panic, 
qing to come up with a feeblcjoke, 
anything that will make the act okay 
again. 
Flopsweat, it's called. A standup 
comic's worst nightmare. 
But the bright nights in comedy 
aremore thanJust gigs Kuhn-
who went on the standup circuit this 
year to do  in-depth research on 
laughter and its role in healing. 
His specialty is a professor of 
psychiatry at the Univer- 
sity of Louisville School of Medicine 
is finding out why mind-body inter- 
action is so important to people with 
chronic ailments, such as rheumatoid 
arthritis, and life-threatening illnes- 
scs like .cancer. 
So, with the blessing of thc school, 
for patients with chronic conditions noted that it was not acceptable in 
that defied the treatments of modem Western culture to laugh out loud in 
medicine. public until the past 200 years or so. 
Even now, there is a certain uneasi- 
"Laughter raises the tolerance for ness and suspicion about people who 
pain. It also stimulates the immune smile a lot or laugh easily. They tend 
system," said Kuhn. Laughter boosts to be viewed as goof-offs or frivol- 
r i ~ ~ * ~T-cells, natural killer cells. "TheyVre ous, he said. 

in Inore abundance in those who "We somehow feed we-re being 

laugh more.  I t V s  been  well- more responsible if we look at the 

documented that laughter is a valu- dark side," he said. "We have a 





In order to present live comedy 
material at the workshops, ~~h~ 
started hanging around comedy
clubs. 
"I asked so many questions about 
the techniques of comedv that the 3 Groucho's 
comics threw the gauntlet down and 
,aid, got to get up there.-*G~~~~~~ 
Gulp. So  he did. 
" ~ twas a kick. I thought I was the 
best comic since Bob Hope. It was 
the second time that was bad,- ~~h~ 
said. 23 October gem 7 Small tube 
there a terrible feeling to stand up "It'sand hit th m w th a joke...and 
you get silence," he said. ''It's totally 
you panic and feel 
silly and stupid. takes a long time to 
get ,id of the feeling to just run off 
shge.** 
41 Nastaseof 
Kuhn said he has a new-found 
respect for the business. 42 Govt. agents 
"The people who are good make it 
look easy. It takes an awful lot of 
energy," he said. 
The secret, he said, is letting the 
audience know in the first 10 to 15 
seconds that it's okay to laugh with 
yOU--Or at  YOU. 54 Boutonniere 
"There's a certain inhibition to 
laughing in public," said Kuhn, who 
tendency in our society to take 
ourselves too seriously." 
Kuhn said he planned to keep a 
diary whle on his 18city tour, take 
notes and interview fellow comics. 
Once he finishes, he plans to hang up 
the microphone. 
"I do love it, but I really love my 
work in psychiatry too. I have a seri- 
ous commitment to bring this back 
into the m~dica l  community." 





26 Circular band 50 ~ o c k  of hair 
27 school: Fr. 
56 Siam. field 
Researchers at ~l~~~~~ state he went on sabbatical to study 
university surveyed 159 male and laughter, which has been proven to 
109 female seniors and graduate bc good medicine. 
students, asking questions about "I was always a frustrated comic in 
their career expectations one way or another," he said. 
wha t  heyfound was that Kuhn said he actually started 
studying business-related fields working with standup comedians to 
to earn$10,000 to $20,000 learn the tricks of the trade when he 
a year less than men when they reach began holding laughter workshops 
the ages of their parents. 
professor Elizabeth Goldsmith, one 
of the researchers and a professor of LORETTO, Tenn. (CPS)-Ever
family 9 child and Consumer sciences met someoile with so m u ~ h  school 
at Florida State. "(Women's) e x P s - pride he wanted to take it to thc 
tations could be realistic, though, grave? 
because of the gender gap and Well, now he (or she) can. 
because they might have other Ken Abercrombie, owner of the 
concerns such as gezting married." Loretto Casket Co., has started mark- 
"We were really sq r i s ed , "  said Finally, a gift to die for... 
cting college caskets. The idea came 
about as Abercrombie prepared for a 
summer convention. He offered the 
caskets for die-hard Tennessee, 
Alabama, Auburn and Georgia fans. 
Abercrombie says he plans to 
market the caskets nationwide . 









Boone Campus students were 
asked, "If you could change one 
thing about DMACC, what would it 
be?" 
Paul Newbold: Better help in the 
snack bar, right Mom? 
Jody Scam: More courses that 
transfer to a 4-year college. 
Jennifer Anderson: Redo the 
smoking room; open a window. 
Michelle Higgins: Have more 
fashionable clothing in the book 
store. 
Judy Blackburn: Bum it down 
and remodel. 
Glen Anderson: Put a Pepsi 
machine in the Student Center 
instead of Coke. 
Bill Shields: Have lockers. 
Tori Wilhite: Have open parking. 
R o b i n  Nelson:  R e d o  the  
bathrooms. 
Brian Phelps: Pave the dirt road. 
Mike Moore: Find a better 
c o m p e t i t i o n  f o r  t h e  tough  
Lynmasters. 
Linda Herrick: To be able to park 
in the staff parking lot, first come, 
first serve. 
Lori Marr: New desks, bigger 
and better. 
Rhonda Erickson: Morc parking. 
Connie Cohn: Get a bigger 
student lounge. 
Chad Elsberry: Get a better 
camera for the Bear Facts. Please! 
John Creene: Get morc compu- 
ters in Room 202 that work! 
October 31,1991 
"o'. XX -Issue#3 
A student publication written and 
printed at Des Moines Area Community 
College, 1125 Hancock Drive, Boone, 
Iowa 50036. (5 15) 43217203. 
Distributedfreeto allDMACC students. 
Editorial and advertising offices of The 
B~~~ ~~t~ are located in R~~ #210, 
2nd floor of the academic building. 
Editorial Policy 
Signed opinion articles and features do 
not necessarily reflect the opinion of 
the administration of Des Moines Area 
Community College. Unsigned 
editorials reflect majority editorial 
board opinion. 
Letters Poiicy 
we welcome your comments and 
response. Letters should be no longer 
than 200 words, signed, and brought to 
The Bear Facts newsroom, 2nd floor 
of the academic building, or mailed in 
care of the college. We reserve the right 
to edit for length or libel. 
C O M M E N T A R Y  

Who should run for president? 
By BRIAN PHELPS bremer because he would be able to because he sticks to what he says. 
Staff Writer manipulate the government better Donna Melnecke: Any woman 
Recently I asked students around than anyone else ever has. because the men obviously can't do 
Boone DMACC Campus a question Robin Nelson: Mickey Mouse the job. 

about the presidency: Who do you because everybody loves him. 

think should run for president and Chad Elsberry: Anybody who is 
Troy Emley: Lee Iococca because 

why? willing to avoid the political rhetoric 
if he can do for the country what he 

Here are their responses: we have been hearing. 
did for the Crysler Corporation he 
Janene Hale: As many people could help the economy. Or, SamTodd Tllley: Vince Neil of the Walton, owner of the Wal-Martthat can afford it should run to give 
the people a 
heavy metal Motley Crue because he chain, would be a good person. wide choice. is the best person for the job. Kevin Mamm: Himself because Nick Boothby: Perry Farrel from Steve Penberthy: Alice Cooper he is the best person for the job. the rock band Jane's Addiction because he is cool. 

because he is a man of the future. Benjy Bergman: Arnold Schwar- Mike Waterbury: Zsa Zsa

John Creene: Dan Quale because zeneger because nobody will mess Gabore because if any other country 
it would be a laugh. with him. gives us any lip she will go over there 
Shannon Hayes: George Stein- Dennis Jenings: Tom Harkin and smack them. 
Bear Facts are not necessarily endorsed 
by the editors of this newspaper, nor By CHAD ELSBERRY 
the administration or Board of Directors Staff Writer 
for DMACC. Inquiries should be Am I a Liberal, or am I a Conser- want to be a dutiful member of their 
fonvardeddir~tlyto the advertiser, and vative? Well, I'm a Conservative parties. 
all purchases are at the discretion of the Liberal, or is it a Liberal Conserva- The various scandals which have 
consumer. tive? In order to avoid confusion 1'11 liit Congress involve members from 
just call myself an independent both parties. Of course, I'm sure the 
Subscriptions thinker. I know independent thinker spin-artists of Washington will find a 
persons wishing tohaveThe BearFacts isn't on the voter registration forms, way to make those rubber checks 
sent to hime or office need to contact but I think it's legal to bc one. stick exclusively to the opposing 
the newsroom. It is sent free of charge Party. 
to alumni and students, or at the annual Some people think us independent 
rate of to the general public. thinkers are simply unwilling to 
commit to a given set of beliefs. And I'm sure that we the informed 
Editorial Staff electorate (I use the term informed 
Reporters: Jeff Craigmile, Jason However, I think that's the idea. realize it may be a contradiction ofelectOratec utiously' because I 
DeBoom, Chad Elsbeny, Janene Hale, Evcn I used to wonder how much terms) will find a way to accept their 
Shannon Hayes, John Greene, Brian weight my political views carried stories.P h e l p s . R ~ ~ N e ~ ~ D a r c Y R e ~ l d s .  I a dutiful partysince wasn't 

Advertising: Janene Hale, Jeff member. 

Craigrnile* Chad ElsberrJ'. I don't contend that there are not 
differences between our two main- PhotoiTa~her: Carie Beming 
Editorialmusiness But the events of the last few stream parties. What I do contend months have more than reassured me with is the idea that an individual Advisor ........................Jill Burkhart 
 that I chose the bcst course. I mean can't hold positions which encom-

when I look at the accounting abili- pass certain views from both parties. 

Printed by ties of our Congressmen along with Maybe I'm trying to walk the fence, 

the Boone News-Republican their confirmation hearing practices, but I hope I don't lose my balance 

it makes me wonder why I would anytime soon. 
Comments 
by the Dean 
In the near future, it is possible that 
I will need to consider canceling 
school on Boone Campus because of 
inclement weather. There are times 
that it will be necessary to deviate 
from the closing of the Ankeny 
Campus. When in my best judge- 
ment these times exist, I will take the 
appropriate action. 
I plan to arrive at this decision no 
later than 5:30 a.m. if the conditions 
in the early morning hours warrant. I 
will notify the local radio station 
(KWBGIKZBA) immediately upon 
my decision, then I will notify 
Delbert Peter and Paula Trowbridge. 
As time does not permit me to notify 
everyone, the most logical way for 
you to learn of our school closing 
would be to listen to the following 
area stations: 
KWBG-AM (1590), KZBA-FM 
(98.3). Boone; KCIM-AM (1380), 
KKRL-FM (93.7), Carroll; KDSL- 
AM (1310). KDLS-FM (104.9), 
Perry/Jefferson; and KEZT-FM 
(104), Ames. 
School cancellation for evening 
school will be considered separately 
from school cancellation during the 
daytime; i.e. weather conditions may 
improve during the day, and classes 
may be held at night when they have 
been canceled during the daytime. A 
decision to cancel evening classes 
will be made no later than 4:30 p.m. 
Study help 
A number of students have visited 
the Learning Center in recent weeks 
concerned about study techniques 
and tcst-taking tips. 
Wc have scveral instructors that 
would bc happy to visit with you 
about time managcmcnt, notctaking 
s k i l l s ,  i m p r o v i n g  r e a d i n g  
cornprehcnsion skills, and test 
anxicly. 
~ i i iworkshops in these arcas 
werc held the week of Scptember 
23-27. They may bc repcated at a 
latcr date if enough interest is shown. 
Handouts are available in certain 
arcis. Come in and visit with an 
instructor about the areas that are 
giving you problems this semester. 
Spring 
registration 




It's not too early to get a head start 
on registration for spring classes. 
The official dates are November 4 
and November 11. But any student 
who would like to come in and regis- 
ter early can do it now. Just set up an 
appointment with Rich Finnestad or 
George Silberhorn. counselors. 
By careful selection of course 
work, students will be able to meet 
program requirements, degree 
rcquircments and transfcr require-
mcnts on time and in harmony with 
thcir career objectives of additional 
education, according to Finnest~d. 
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C O M M E N T A R Y  
Cast comments about 'South Pacific' 
By JEFF CRAIGMILE 
Staff Writer 
The South Pacific cast and chorus 
were recently asked what they enjoy 
about being a part of the production. 
Here are their responses: 
Chuck Jackson (The Professor): 
The interaction and comeradery with 
the rest of the cast and a chance to 
sing. 
Kahla Jackson (Nellie): Just the 
opportunity to sing. It's been four 
years since I've been in a musical 
production. I'm also getting to meet a 
lot of new friends. 
D o n  R i e m e n s c h n e i d e r  
(Commander Harbison): This is my 
first experience since high school. I 
am very, very excited about partici-
pating in theatreespecially since this 
isa musical. We have a lot of talented 
people associated with this 
production. 
Janene Hale (Women's Chorus): 
It's fun! I enjoy meeting people. 
Jim Merril (Stewpot): This is my 
lastproduction here at DMACC. Kay 
Mueller is the best instructor I've 
ever had and I hope to carry that 
inspiration with me when I become a 
teacher. I've never done a musical 
before, but since Kay was directing I 
thought it was worth a try. 
Jeff Craigmile (Male Chorus, Set 
and Lights): Theatre is my life, espe-
cially backstage. Aside from that it's 
nice to have the opportunity to sing 
again and work under a super direc-
tor like Kav. 
Jayne Smith (Women's Chorus): 
Meeting the different people and 
perfomling the music. 
Sue Geise (Assistant Producer): 
The variety of people you get to work 
with and the opportunity to be 
creative. 
- -
Bill Grleier (Cable): Singing and 
seeing it start from scratch and seeing 
it grow into the final production. All 
the work that goes into it and work- Mary Maybee moducer): I like 
ing with everyone with different watchingashow come together and a 
backgrounds is also very enjoyable. bunch of different, talented indivi-
Deborah Bishop (Bloody M q ) :  dualistic people get together on 
I enjoy the social activity, getting to stage. 
know people, being able to share 
otherpeople's talents and learn more 
about myself. Kay Mueller (Director): The 
challenge. Obviously, there are 
Mike Terwilliger (Billis): The 
thing I like the best is the comerad-
ery. Each play is like a family for six 
to eight weeks. I alsoget to cracka lot 
of one-linersthat I don't get at work. 
Jim Loos (Music Director): The 
chance to be creative! 
several.- he first is 6 be creative, 
taking words from a book and giving 
them form. Another is figuring out 
what to do with the play and commu-
nicate to the actors. It's also chal-
lenging to coordiante everything 
such as props, set, costumes, etc. 
Mastering the set has been a big 
challenge. 
A letter home from college 
By GEORGE HUEDEPOHL 
Guest Writer 
Dear Mom, ping with my friends and nobody 
School has been going on for says a word. 
about six weeks now here at choo- you will be to know 
chootown.I'm gettingkind low that I haven't used a singleone of 
On money I that I had those C-things you always told me 
better write. I probably will be to keep in my purse. Now don't get
coming home at Thanksgiving excited, I just have not had the 
time, but I definitely will be need- opportunity. ~h~ boys all seem so 
ing some money before then. old here and so busy. Most of them 
After looking Over the leave school right after classes; I 
courses, I decided to in guess they havejobs. One boy did 
liberalarts. There probably be say something about ledgcs at 
plentyofjobsavailableby thetime Blanket park, or maybe it was
I graduate if Sen. gets blankets at Ledges Park. It turned
president' say thathe out to be really cold and he didn't
is very liberal so he will probably show up.
hire a lot of liberal arts majors. 
The classcs seem to be pretty I am thinking aboutauditioning 
easy. st of them are scheduled for a Part in South Pacific. Maybe 
only three times a week, and no I'll get a better part than I had in 
written excuses are required if a high school. You remember, I was 
misses a class. ~~~~h~~ a rock and I had to sit still through 
thing-no passes are necessary to the whole thing. This time I am 
be in the hallway, but 1do miss the going to insist on being at least a 
lockers. tree. Please see if you can find my 
M~ books must weigh grass skirt that Aunt Edna sent 
pounds and the cheapest one costs from Hawaii*and I pick it up 
over $50. So far I have managed at Thanksgiving 
not to use any of them in the hopes I probably be home a few 
of turning them in as new books. days 9 because nobody 
We do have reading assignments attends the 1 s t  couple of 
but nobody reads those books, before a 
because the teachers are so good. And forget that Mom, 
They tell us everything that is in Memories and Maturity 
them. are all very important at this time 
Some of my teachers let class in my life. I love you. 
out early because there are no bells Sincerely, 
or buzzers. When a teacher runs Marilyn Huedepohl 
out of time, they just quit. And, we 
do not have to line up in front of 
the door. We can just leave. (Editor's  Note:  George 
It sure seems different not Nuedepohl is the chemistry teach-
having to go to the study hall, er at Boone Campus. He submits 
Sometimes when I don't have a articles to this newspaper from 
class for at least an hour I go shop- time to time.) 
Billboard's top ten albums and singles 
By SHANNON HAYES 7. C&C MUSIC FACTORY, 4. COLOR ME BADD, "I Adore 
Staff Writer Gonna Make You Sweat-Columbia. Mi Amor." 
Top Ten U.S. Albums 8. MICHAEL BOLTON, Time. 5. CATHY DENNIS, "Too Many 
1. METALLICA, Metallica- Love and Tendemess-Columbia. Walls." 
Elektra. 9. PAULA ABDUL, Spellbound- 6.R.E.M., "Shiny Happy People." 
2 .  N A T A L I E C 0L E , Captive/Virgin. 7. C&C MUSIC FACTORY, 
Unforgettable-Elektra. 10. R.E.M., Out of Time-Warner "Things That Make You Go 
3 .  C O L O R  M E  B A D ,  Bros. Hmmm..." 
C.M.B.-GIANT/REPRISE. 8. ROD STEWART, "The 
4. VAN HALEN, For Unlawful Top Ten U.S. Singles Motown Song." 
Carnal Knowledge-Warner Bros. 1. PAULA ABDUL, "The Prom- 9. EXTREME, "Hole Hearted." 
5. BONNIE RAITT, Luck of the ise of a New Day." 10. BONNIE RAITT, "Some-
Draw-Capitol. 2. MICHAEL BOLTON, "Time, thing to Talk About." 
Love and Tenderness." Information from Rolling Stone 
6 .  B o y z I I M e n ,  3. BRYAN ADAMS, "(Every- nmgazine.) 
Cooleyhighharmony-Motown. thing I Do)I Do It for You." 
PUBLIC NOTICES 
September 11, lw l  
DES MOINES AREA COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
2606 South Ankeny Boulevard 
Ankeny, lowa 
The regular board meetingof the Des Moines 
Areacommunity CollegeBoardof Directorswas 
held at Des Moines Area Community Cdlege 
Ankeny Campus, Building 1, Room 30, on 
September 11.1991. The meeting was called to 
order at 4 p.m. by Board President Susan 
Clouser. 
Members Present: Harold Belken. DeVere 
Bendixen, Susan Clouser, Lloyd Courter. Dick 
Johnson. Eldon Leonard. Gerry Pedmvsky, 
Doug Shull. Nancy Wolf. 
Members Absent: None. 
Other Present:Joseph A. Borgen, President: 
Helen M. .Harris, Board Secretary; Don Zuck. 
College Treasurer; Other interested DMACC 
staff and area residents. 
A motion was made by D. Shull, seconded by 
H. Belken, that the tentative agenda be 
approved as presented. Motion passed 
unanimously. 
There were no public comments. 
H. Belken moved that the minutes of the 
August 8. 1991, regular board meeting be 
approvedas presented.Sewnd by G.Pecinovs-
ky. Motion passed unanimously. 
Itwas moved by E. Leonard, seocnded by H. 
Belken, that the board approve payment of 
$3,162.07 to E m  Tech Contractors. Inc. for the 
International House Access Road, Ankeny 
Campus. the Certificateof Completionhas been 
received from Veenstra & Kimm, Inc. Motion 
passed unanimously. 
A motion was made by D. Bendixenthat the 
board amrovethe resdutionapprdne the form 
and corknt, executionand deiikry oca retrain-
Ing loan agreement (AMOCO CUSTOMER 
SERVICE CENTER project) in the amount of 
$40.000. Second by N. Wdf. (ONfile in officeof 
Internal Auditor). Motion passed unanimously 
on a roll call vote. 
A motionwas made by L. Courter, seconded 
by D. Bendixen, that the board approve the 
resdution approving the form and content, 
execution and delivery of an amendment to a 
retraining loan agreement (ECONOMY DATE-
PRODUCTS project). A copy of said Agreement 
is on file in the officeof Damin Schmig, Internal 
Auditor. Motion passed unanimously on a roll 
call vote. 
It was moved by H. Belken, seconded by D. 
Bendixen, that the board approve a resolution 
from the Pdk County Board of Supe~sore,m 
compromise the tax sale certifica:e and subs* 
quent regular real estate taxes on property now 
owned by h a  Church of God in Christ in the 
North Park area, Des Moines. A copy of said 
resolution is Attachment # l  to these minutes. 
Motion passed unanimously. 
L. Courter movedthat h e  board approve the 
resolution approving a lease modification with 
the Newton Development Corporation. The 
amendmenteliminatesourufirst Right of Refus-
al on Purchase Offers.' (paragraph 29 in the 
original lease). A copy of said resolution is 
Attachment(t2to these minutes. Motion passed 
unanimously on a roll call vote. 
At the recommendation of President Borgen. 
amendedBoardPolicy 6024, Purchasing,will be 
submitted to legal counsel for review and 
brought beforethe boardfor actionat the Octob 
er 7th board meeting. 
D.Johnson movedfor ratificationof the follow-
ing appointment to the DMACC Foundation, 
Ankeny-Des Moines Boardof Directors; second 
by N. Wolf: 
William C. Kimball, President of Medicap 
Pharmacies. Des Moines. Term of office until 
September 1992. 
Robert W. Delaney. Vice President of Infor-
mationServices, PrincipalMutualLife Insurance 
Co., Des Moines. Term of office until August 
1994. 
Motion passed unanimously. 
A motion was made by H. Belken, seconded 
by L. Courter, that the boardapprove the resdu-
ticns submitted by lowa Association of School 
Boards concerning community colleges i.e., 1) 
Fullfundingof communitycollegeformulaand 2) 
Cad Perkins replacement funds. A copy of said 
resolutions is Attachment #3 to these minutes. 
Motion passed unanimously. 
Diswssionwas held on the recommendation 
and selection of consultantservices for DMACC 
insurancebenefits.Itwas movedby D. Shull that' 
the Uoard approve the recommendation of the 
Benefits Committee to'approve a contract with 
Kirke-VanOrsdel. Inc., as insuranceconsultants 
for health, dental. life and long-term disability 
insurance. Under said contract, DMACC will be 
billed on an hourly basis and not to exceed 
$10.000 annually without further approvalof the 
DMACC Board of Directors. Second by E. 
Leonard. Motion passed unanimously. 
H. Belken movedthat the board approve the 
insurance rates for FYI992 as shown in Attach-
ment #4 to these minutes. Second by E. 
Leonard. Motion passed unanimously. 
A motion was made by E. Leonard that the 
board receive and file the President's recom-
mendationto consider terminationof two admini-
strators' contracts under lowa Code, Chapter 
279. Sewnd by H. Belken. Motionpassedunani-
mously on a roll call vote. 
E. Leonard moved that the board consider 
terminationof twoadministr~t~rs'contractunder 
lowaCode, Chapter 279. Second by H. Belken. 
Motion passed unanimously on a roll call vote. 
A motion was made by L. Courter,seconded 
by D. Bendixen, that the board approve the 
following personnel items: 
Reslgnatlon 
Hughes. Larry, Coaching contract. Bwne 
Campus. Effective August 26, 1991. 
Shor( Term Loavo Wlthout Pay 
Humphrey. Synthia. Secretary. Urban 
Campus. To begin July 9, 1991. and to end 
September 11, 1991. 
Contrad Chan em 
Alley, Louis. Insmcw, leisure Studies. 
Boone. Change from 100% lbmonth contract 
to 80% 12-month contact. Annual salary 
$39.172. EffectiveAugust 17. 1991.Continuing 
contract, faculty. 
Anderson, Robert. Change from Directorof 
Hos~italilvCareers/ExecutiveChef. to Instruc-
!or, '~osdtalityCareers. Effective ~ u ~ u s t28, 
1991. Continuing contract, faculty. 
New Personnel 
Celania. Susan, Instructor,Nursin Boone 
Campus. Annual salary $23.875. kffective 
August 26. 1991. Continuing contract. faculty, 
probationary. 
Elmore. Patricia. Instructional Facilitator 
(SocialStudies). NewtomCommunity Education 
Center. Annual salary $34,906. Effective date 
August 15. 1991. Continuing contract, faculty. 
probationary. 
Hill, Sherry, Interpreter. Annual salary 
$17.139. Effective August 26. 1991. Employ-
ment agreement, administrative/professional. 
Meier-Cade,Constance, Instructor. Nursing, 
Bwne Campus. Annual salary $18.865. Effec-
tive August 26,1991. Continuingcontract. facul-
ty, probationary. 
Scott, Tara, Interpreter. Annual salary 
$17,139. Effective August 26, 1991. Employ-
ment agreement administrativetprofessional. 
Fara, Kimberly, Instructor, LearningCenter, 
Carroll. Annual salary $22,952. Effective 
Se~tember3.1991.Continuina contract. facullv.. ,.
prbbationarv.' 
Motion passed unanimously. 
E. Leonardmovedthat the Board of Directors 
hold a closed session to conduct a strategy 
meeting of a public employer concerning 
employees covered by a collective bargaining 
agreementasprovidedin Section 20.17(3)ofthe 
lowa Code. Second by N. Wolf. 
Motionpassedunanimously ona rollcallVote, 
and at 4:40 p.m.. the board convened in closed 
session. 
Board member Bendixen left the meeting at 
5:05 D.m.The boardreturnedto open session at 
535  'p.m. 
Itwas moved by E. Leonard, seconded by D. 
Johnson, that the board ratify the collective 
bargaining agreementbetween DMACC Board 
of Directors and the DMACC Higher Education 
Association.Acopy of saidagreementis Attach-
men1 #5 to these mintues. Motion passed 
unanimously. 
H. Belken moved that the board ratify the 
collective bargaining agreement between the 
DMACC Board of Directors and the DMACC 
EducationalServicesAssociation.Sewnd by G. 
Pecinwsky. A copy of saidagreementis Attach-
ment #6 to these rninutes. Motion passed 
unanimously. 
A motionwas made by E. Leonard, seconded 
by G. Pecinovsky, that the board approve the 
FY1992salary schedules, FY1992salaries, m n  
regular pay rates effective September 30.1991. 
and adjunct pay rateseffectiveAugust 28.1991, 
as recommended and shown in Attachment (17 
to these minutes.Also. thata bonusof $3.000 be.- .  - - - -
paid to Don Kerr, ~ssi'stant-tothe ~resident,for 
expenses incurred during the 1991 legislative 
session, and that Don Zuck, Vice President of 
Operations be furnished with a DMACCauto to 
conduct his varied job responsibilities. Motion 
passed unanimously. 
Approval of the payables as presented in 
Attachment t 8  to these rninuteswas madeby E. 
Leonard, seconded by H. Belken. Motion 
passed unanimously. 
Darrell Roberts. Vice President of Business 
Services. presented the August 31. 1991Finan-
cial Reportas shown inAttachment # l o  to these 
minutes. 
Dr. Borgen reported on the progress of the 
statewide telecommunications system. The 
board requested that information be compiled 
andthis issue bediscussedat the October board 
meeting. 
The October board meeting was changed a, 
October 7, 1991. 
A motion for adjournment was made by E.. 
Leonard, semnded by N. Wolf. 
Motionpassedunanimously and at6:05 p.m., 
BoardPresidentClouser adjournedthemeeting. 
SUSAN J. CLOUSER. President 
HELEN M. HARRIS. Board Secremy 
Thurs.. k t .  31. lwl  (IT) 
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Chicago trip coming up 
By DUANNA VINCHATTLE a.m. on March 21; arrive in Chicago 
Staff Writer at 4:15 p.m. Return home on March 
The Holst Farm Management 24; leave Chicago 2:15 p.m.; arrivc 
Institute is sponsoring its Fifth Annu- in Osceola 9:30 p.m. There is a 
al Chicago Trip March 21 -24 (Spring dining the train. car on 
Break). The group will be staying at the 
Gary Stasko, Director of Holst Congress Hotel again this year. The 
Institute, says that the trip is a busi- hotel is centrally located and is in 
ness learning experience. The sche- walking distance of downtown 
duled activities will include a Broad- Chicago, museums, nice restaurants 
way play or Comedy Club on and Lake Michigan. Cost of the Hotel 
Sunday. Monday will be trips to the based on double occupancy is 
Chicago Board of Trade and the approximately $55 per night for three 
Mercantile Exchange. Anyone going nights. 
on the trip will be expected to attcnd Therc is a maximum of 30 seats for 
scheduled activitics, b u ~  tlicre is still tlic trip so get your name on the list as 
lots of time for lcisurc and soon as possiblc. You may contact 
entertainment. Gary Stasko in Room 201 or by call- 
This year for the first timc the ing 432-7203. You do not have to be 
group will be going by Amlrak a DMACC student to go. 
instead of the bus. The schedule is as Watch future issues for more 
follows: Leave from Osceola at 9:22 information! 
Displaced Homemakers Center 
Project  Se l f - suppor t ,  T h e  prepareforemploymentduetodeath 
Displaced Homemakers Ccnter at the or disability of a spouse or duc to 
Boone Campus, is in its fifth year of divorce or separation), single parents 
providing services to displaced and single pregnant women. 
homemakers (those needing to 
Those living within an approxi- 
mate 25 mile radius of Boone can 
ANSWERS receive career assessment and 
counseling as well as academic, pre- 
enrollment and financial aid 
counseling. 
The Center also assists eligible 
displaced homemakers and single 
parents with childcare and transpor- 
tation expenses. 
In addition, Center Coordinator, 
Maggie Stone, makes referrals to 
other agencies which can assist. 
Any students wishing additional 
information should contact Stone in 












Drake University is pleased to 
continue the Presidential Communi- 
ty College Scholarship in the amount 
of $4,500 per year. Consideration is 
given to applicants who are complet- 
ing a degree program at a community 
or two-year college and who demon- 
strate high scholastic achievement 
and leadership potential. 
The scholarships are renewable 
for a second year undergraduate 
study if the student maintains full- 
time enrollment and a grade point 
average of 3.0. 
Applications may be obtained 
from the Financial Aid Office. 
The application deadline is March 
1, 1992. 
Susan Lynn Heiple 
Scholarship 
This scholarship is offered to 
women seeking personal and profes- 
sional development by furthering 
their education. Special considera- 
Jim Wand: 'Waster of the Mind" will be performing Wednesday, Nov. 6 tion is given to women who are 
a t  9 a.m. in the Boone Campus Theater. Admission is free, and the working mothers who are the princi- 
performance is open to all. pal support of their chjldren. 
Women who meet the following 
requirements are encouraged to 
apply: an Iowa resident, an accepted Time to pick up your card 
full- or part-time student, a woman 
with at least one child. 
By BRIAN PHELPS In the past DMACC mailed out the Applications are available in the 
Staff Writer activity cards to the students. This Financial Aid Office. 
Activity cards are now available at year, the activity cards are not being The deadline for this scholarship is 
Boone Campus. To obtain your mailed due to the budget crunch, November 4, 1991. 
activity card just go to the main according to George Silberhorn,
office and ask for it. director of student services. Free movies Your activity cards may be used As you register for every semester 
for many different things on and off at DMACC you will pay small 
The I n t r a d u c b . ~  Eiimssi9assis)
a open to everyone who wants to see acampus. For instance, you can use amount of money called an activity free movie or two. The movies will your activity card to get in to all fee. The activity fee is used for a 
DMACC sports and athletic events. be shown Wednesday nights at 8 number of things. "About 48 percent p.m. in Room 209. 
You may also use your activity card of the activity fee goes to athletics. 

if you have to take a test in the Learn- The rest of it is used for student 
Nov. &Roxanne. 

ing Center. The activity card is used government, clubs on campus, the Nov. 13-A Fish Called Wanda. 

for identification. Also, Worlds of cheerleaders and the Bear Facts," Nov. 20-Bull Durham. 

Fun and Oceans of Fun in Kansas Silberhom said. Dcc. 14-When Harry Met Sally. 

City offer discounts to DMACC The activity card is a great way to 

students. In order to receive your support DMACC sports and activi- Is stress getting 

discount you must present your ties. So go pick up your activity card 

activity card. today! you down? 
Not enough hours 
Talk about floating a trial balloon. .. in the day? 
Do YOU Need help? 
WALNUT CREEK,  Ca l i f .  Anita O'Hearn, a 31-year-old CALL(CPS)--College graduates appealing music teacher who wants a new 
for jobs with resumes should take career,recently bypassedTraditional HANDI-ANDI
note. What you really might need is a Job-Seeking Strategies 101 for Crea- 
lot of hot air. tive Self-Selling-she's advertising for professional service. 
on a hot-air balloon. 
O'Hearn presented a black-and- Term Papers, Reports, 
white photo of herself on one side Editing, Critiques, Resumes and her telephone number with the 
sign "Anita Job" on the other. Very Reasonable Rates! 
She floated her personal appeal 




Sports Wear, Jackets, 
Sweats, T-shirts, Caps 
806 7th St. 
Mlke Lonergan Boone, IA 50036 
SportsLine Dealer (51 5) 432-9629 
